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1 Introduction 

In order to test different theories for the electronic structure and a mechanism 

of high-temperature superconductivity in cu prates, many experimental studies 

of impurity effects have been made (see, e.g., [1]). In comparing with other 

trivalent and divalent, magnetic and nonmagnetic dopants, a striking pecu

liarity induced by the substitution of nonmagnetic Zn ions with 3d10 closed 

shell into the Cu site has attracted much attention. The most unexpected re

sult is a strong deterious effect on superconductivity without changing carrier 

concentration in low Zn-doped samples (see, e.g., [2]). At the same time an 

appreciable reduction of the Neel temperature TN by Zn substitution was ob

served both in La2Cu1_yZnyO4 [3] and YBa2(Cu 1-yZny)aO6+x [4] compounds. 

In La2Cu1_yZnyO4 compound TN -t 0 at Zn concentration of y ~ 0.055 [3] 

that is much smaller than the site percolation threshold of 0.41 for a square 

lattice. With doping the reduction of the Neel temperature by Zn impurities 

increases [4]. 

The formation of the induced magnetic moment by Zn substitution in 

cu prates was found out in several studies. Measurement of the static magnetic 

susceptibility revealed the Curie law with static magnetic moment of the order 

lµB per Zn-site for the underdoped region which decreased with Sr doping in 

La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 [3, 5]. NMR experiments in YBa2(Cu1-yZny)aO6+x [4, 6] 

have revealed that induced local magnetic moments resides on the nearest 

neighbour Cu orbitals. The local magnetic moments induced ,by Zn doping 

were also observed in electron paramagnetic resonance [7] and µSR [8] experi

ments. The local magnetic moments can be induced also by other nonmagnetic 

substitutions with closed shells like Al3+ and Ga3+ [5, 9]. 

In NMR and NQR measurements [10] the authors observed a local suppres

sion of antiferromagnetic spin correlations near Zn impurities and an induced 
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finite density of states at the Fermi level. Further investigations by Gd3+ 

ESR (11] and by NMR (12] have confirmed that in the regions around Zn ions 

both the superconducting and spin excitation gaps are suppressed as it has 

been observed earlier in the electronic specific heat measurements [13]. 

A more detailed picture of the evolution of the spin-fluctuation spectra 

induced by Zn substitution in YBa2 {Cu1_yZny}3O6+x was obtained by inelastic 

neutron scattering. In the underdoped sample with x = 0.6 the quasi-gap 

behaviour in spin fluctuations at the antiferromagnetic wave vector { 1r, 1r) in 

the pure, superconducting sample disappears upon Zn doping [14]. In the 

overdoped compound with x = 0.97 the spin-fluctuation spectrum below Tc 

changes drastically [15]. In the zinc-free sample it has a gap below 35 meV · 

and a resonance region around 41 meV. In the sample with Zn concentration 

y = 0.02 the gap is closed and a broad spectrum in a low energy range appears 

with a much lower intensity in the resonance region. 

A large increase of residual resistivity induced by Zn impurities has been 

detected in [16]-[18]. In the underdoped regime only a few percent of Zn results 

in the residual resistivity close to the universal two-dimensional resistance for 

a potential scatterer in the unitary limit, h/4e2
• At this universal value of the 

sheet resistance for various combinations of doped hole and Zn concentrations 

a transition from superconducting to insulating state occurs. In the highly 

doped regime the universal behaviour was not seen. 

These experiments have proved that the Zn+2 ion cannot be considered just 

as an inert substitution in the CuO2 plane in spite of its nonmagnetic state with 

the 3d closed shell. It reveals itself as a strong potential scattering centre which 

also suppresses antiferromagnetic spin correlations at the nearest Cu sites. 

These properties of Zn impurity should be responsible for the strong reduction 

of superconducting Tc for the d-wave pairing. As estimations show [19, 9], 
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the pair-breaking effect due to induced magnetic moments gives an order of 

magnitude smaller contribution in comparison with the experimental results. 

Several theoretical models have been proposed to explain the anomalous 

behaviour of Zn impurity in copper oxides [20]-(32]. In a number of papers the 

Zn impurity in the CuO2 plane was considered as a local nonmagnetic impurity 

level at high energy in the Hubbard model [21, 22] or the t-J model [23]. Using 

the T-matrix description, bound impurity states within the Hubbard gap were 

obtained. Due to strong Coulomb correlations in the model, the bare local im- · 

purity potential becomes a dynamic one that results in the resonant scattering 

and bound state formation of different (p, d-wave) symmetries in the gap. For

mation of local magnetic moments induced by a spin vacancy within the RVB 

theory in the two-dimensional spin liquid in the underdoped cu prates was con

sidered in [7, 24, 25]. Influence of the impurity local moments on magnetic 

and transport properties in the RVB state were studied within the slave-boson 

and slave-fermion mean-field theories in [26]. The importance of 4s orbital for 

Zn2+ impurity in charge transfer excitations between copper 3d and zinc 4s 

orbitals was pointed out in [27]. To investigate the influence of nonmagnetic 

impurities on the d-wave superconductivity several phenomenological models 

of Fermi liquid type have been also considered (see, e.g., [28]-[32]). 

However, to justify the proposed simple models a microscopical theory of 

electronic spectrum for the CuO2 plane with a proper consideration of both the 

strongly correlated 3d states on copper and zinc sites and 2p states on oxygen 

sites should be developed. In the present paper we propose a microscopical 

approach based on the original p-d model [33, 34] and derive an effective 

Hubbard model describing a low-energy electronic spectrum of the Zn-doped 

CuOrplane. Based on the band structure calculations for a model CaCuO2 

compound with Zn substitution in Sec. 2, we conclude that Zn 3d10 orbitals 
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can be neglected in comparison with Cu 3d-orbitals and O 2p--orbitals. , So 

starting from the three-band p--d Hubbard model with Zn sites considered as a 

vacant Cu-site and employing the cell-perturbation method [35]-[39] we derive 

in Sec.3 an effective Hubbard model. In the model the host lattice has one-hole 

states of a predominantly Cu 3d-like character and two-hole Zhang-Rice singlet 

Cu-O states [40] while at the impurity Zn sites the lowest levels ·are the one-hole 

Wannier oxygen doublet states. Further reduction to an effective t - J model 

in Sec. 4 reveals a large ferromagnetic superexchange interaction between the 

Cu spin with the nearest virtual oxygen spin in the Zn cell. Conclusions are 

presented in Sec. 5. · 

2 Band structure of Zn-doped CaCu02 compound 

To obtain a first information about the effect of zinc impurities in cuprates 

we performed band-structure calculations. We have chosen as the basis of our 

investigation one of the simplest undoped cuprates containing CuO2 planes, 

namely CaCuO2 • It is an idealised parent compound to the simple tetragonal 

Cao.86Sr0.14CuO2 where the Sr ➔ Ca substitution is necessary to stabilise 

the tetragonal phase but is electronically unimportant. That compound was 

also chosen in Ref. [41] as an ideal model system to investigate the electronic 

structure due to its structural simplicity. It has the space group P4/mmm 

and lattice parameters a = 3.86 A and c = 3.20 A. It consists of CuO2 planes 

which are separated by Ca layers and is more three-dimensional than, say 

La2CuO4 • To investigate the effect of zinc impurities we replaced each second 

copper atom by zinc in a chess-board-like pattern and calculated also the 

band-structure of the hypothetical compound Ca2CuZnO4 having a twice as 

large unit cell. 

The calculations were done in the local density approximation (LDA) 
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using the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Due to the rela

tively open structure one or two empty spheres per unit cell for CaCuO2 or 

Ca2CuZnO4 , respectively, have been introduced (in the Ca plane). The calcu

lation was scalar relativistic and we have chosen a minimal basis set consisting 

of Cu(4s,4p,3d), Zn(4s,4p,3d), O(2s,2p) and Ca(4s,4p,3d) orbitals. The lower

lying states were treated as core states. To optimise the local basis a contrac

tion potential has been used at each site [42]. The exchange and correlation 

part was treated in the atomic sphere approximation, while the Coulomb part 

of the potential was constructed as a sum of overlapping spherical contribu

tions. 

The resulting density of states (DOS) for CaCuO2 is shown in Fig. 1. The 

dispersion of the bands in the Brillouin zone is not shown but it coincides 

nearly with the result given in Ref. [41]. In contrast with the expected in

sulating behaviour of an undoped cuprate we obtain a metallic statE; due to 

the neglect of strong electron correlations in the LDA. The Fermi level lies in 

the anti bonding copper 3d - oxygen 2p band. The main effect of the electron 

correlation is to split that band into two Hubbard subbands that results in 

a gap opening of roughly 2 e V . In the further discussion of the LDA results 

we will assume that the other effects of electron correlations on the electronic 

structure of the valence band are less important. We show also the partial Cu-" 

and O-DOS in Fig. 1 which indicate already the strong hybridisation between 

Cu 3d and O 2p orbitals throughout the whole valence band. There is a small 

contribution of Cu 4s and O 2s orbitals at the Fermi level: we had to multiply 

the corresponding DOS by a factor of 10 to be visible. 

Let us now compare the DOS for Ca2CuZnO4 (Fig. 2) with the reference 

DOS of CaCuO2 (Fig. 1). First of all, we observe all the Zn 3d states deep 

below the Fermi level at around 8 eV binding energy. That confirms the simple 
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Figure 1: Total and partial densities of states for CaCuO2 • The Fermi level 

corresponds to the zero of energy. Figure 2: Total and partial densities of states for Ca2CuZnO4 • The Fermi 

level is at zero energy. 
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chemical argument that there should be one hole in the d shell of copper 

(configuration d9 ) but no hole in the d shell of zinc (d10
) (which neglects, 

however, the d-p hybridisation between copper and oxygen). Besides that 

difference concerning the zinc d levels there is some similarity in the valence 

band structures of CaCu02 and Ca2CuZn04 • The main band consisting of Cu 

3d and O 2p states has a bandwidth of about 9 eV in both cases. More detailed 

analysis shows that the band crossing Fermi level is built of the Cu 3dx•-y• 

and in-plane oxygen 2p orbitals. But its bandwidth is smaller for Ca2CuZn04 

due to less copper neighbours at an oxygen site. One can expect that for a 

small zinc concentration the original bandwidth should be recovered. But the 

position of the zinc 3d levels at around 8 eV should be stable for different 

amounts of zinc impurities. There is nearly no Cu 4s DOS at the Fermi level 

in Fig. 2 but some Zn 4s DOS. Due to its smallness we neglect the 4s states 

in the construction of the model Hamiltonian in the following section. Its 

inclusion will only be necessary for a more refined picture. 

3 Derivation of effective Hubbard model 

According to the results of band structure c~lculations presented in Sec. 2 

we neglect the Zn orbitals in a tight binding modelling of Zn-doped Cu02 

plane with the main effect of Zn doping being a creation of vacant Cu-sites. 

At the same time we suggest that the energy levels of 0-2p orbitals are not 

considerably changed by substitution of Zn2+ for Cu2+. Therefore, in a con

ventional tight binding description of the Cu02 plane with copper 3dx•-y• and 

oxygen 2p,, and 2py hole a-orbitals, one can model Zn-impurities by vacant 

3dx•-y• sites. Taking into account only the most important terms, in the limit 

of strong correlations at the Cu-site (Ud ➔ oo), we consider the following p-d 
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model Hamiltonian [33, 34] 

- ~ ·+ • ~ + ~ pd ·+ ~ PP + H - ld L.Jd;17 d;u+lp L.JPmaPma+ L(t;mdiaPma+H.c.)+ L(tmnPmaPna+H.c.), 
· iu mu imu ' mnu 

(1) 

where i-sites contain only Cu (i.e. i 3Cu) and m, n sites contain O atoms (i.e. 

m, n 3 0) while the the sum over Zn-sites, being vacant for the Cu sublattice, is 

omitted. Here ld and fp = fd - ~pd are the energies of the localised holes on Cu 

and O sites, respectively. The sign of the hopping integrals tf! = tpdsgn(S;m) 

and tfrfn = tPPsgn(Smn) are chosen according to the'sign-convention for the 

coefficients S;m, Smn used in [39]. The fitting parameters of the model are the 

difference between the energy levels, ~pd = lp - ld ~ 4 e V, and the hopping 

integrals, tpd ~ 1.5 eV and tPP ~ 0.6 eV (see, e.g., [36]-[38]). We used the hole 

representation in Eq.(1) with the vacuum state l3d102p6 > for both the Cu 

and Zn sites where dt, = dt, (1- n;0 ) operators create a hole on a copper site i 

providing that there is no other hole with the spin a = -a and the operators 

p;t',
17 

create a hole with the spin a on the oxygen sites m, a = ±1. 

Using unitary transformation from the Fourier component of the origi

nal canonical Fermi operators {p~j, PW)} to the canonical Fermi operators 

{ bqa, llq17 } [43, 36, 44] 

( 
bqa ) = S ( P:i ) , 
llqa Pqa 

(2) 

with [39] 

_ _i_ ( Sqx -Sqy ) S- ' 
Aq Sqy Sqx 

(3) 

where A~= S;,, + S;y, Sqa = sin,(q0 /2), a= (x, y), one derives 

- ~ ·+ • ~ + + ~ . . ·+ H - ld L diadia + lp L(b;17bja + ll;17 llj 17 ) + 2tpd L {A( i - J )diabja + H.c.} 
ia ~ ~ 

-~tpp L{µ(k - j)(bt17b;a - at17 a;a) - v(k - j){at17b;a + bt17a;a)}, (4) 
kja 
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Coefficients of the oxygen Wannier orbitals (5). R(i - j) is the radius vector 

connecting cell sites i and j, x and y are the basis cell vectors. Only the 

coefficient v has sign-changing symmetry: v(x, y) = -v(y · sgnx, x · sgny) [37, 

39]. 

--
R(i-j) >. µ V 

0 0.958 1.454 o.o 
x · -0.140 -0.546 -0.266 

x+y -0.023 0.244 0.0 

2:x -0.014 -0.128 0.082 

Here the operators bja(aj,1 ) acting on the vacuum create holes with the spin u 

on the orthogonalised oxygen Wannier orbitals associated with the cells i 3 Cu 

and j, k 3 Cu or Zn. 

The corresponding Wannier coefficient is given by 

{>., µ, v}(i - j) = ! L {>., µ, v}qeiq(R1-RJ), (5) 
q 

where µq = 8S;,,S;y/>.~ and vq = 4Sq,,Sqy(S;,, - S;y)/>.~. 

The summation over q is made inside the first Brillouin zone and the 

coefficients >., µ, v decrease rapidly with the distance !R; - R; I between the 

cell sites i and j, as can be seen from the Table 1. 

In the framework of the cell-perturbation method (35]-[39], it is useful to 

divide the Hamiltonian into the intracell and intercell parts as follows 

H = Hioc + Hhop, (6) 

where 

H1oc = Ed EJtclia + L(E~-)bjabja + €~+) ataaja) + 1:(VrJtbia + H.c.), {7) 
ia ja ia 
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where i 3 Cu and j 3 Cu or Zn, VJ'd = 2tpd..Xo and E~±> = Ep ± µ0 tpp• 

Hhop = L {VtJt,b;a+H.c}- L {Vfl'(bjabka-ajaaka)-WJC(ajabka+bjaaka)}, 
i,#j,a j#,a 

(8) 

where i 3 Cu cells and k,j 3 Cu or Zn cells and 

V pd - 2 '(' ') VPP - '(. ') WPP - . (' ') (9) ij - tpd I\ t - J I ij - lpp µ i - J I ij - tpp V i - J . 

Exact diagonalisation of the intracell part H10c, for the cells containing Cu, 

gives the lowest one-hole, predominantly d-type state 

IDu >=.cos01d!IO > -sin01b!IO >, 

with the corresponding energy 

1 H 1 ✓ d Ev= 
2

(EP + Ed) -
2 

{E~-> - Ed)2 + 4(VJ' )2 • (10) 

The lowest two-hole state which can be identified as the generalised Zhang

Rice singlet (40] is given by 

11/J >= cos 02 ~(df bt - dtbt)I0 > - sin 02btbtl0 >, 

with the corresponding energy 

1 <-> 1 ✓ Ev,= 2{3€p + fd) - 2 (E~-) - id) 2 + 8(Vr)2, 

where 

cos01 = 
1 fi-) - fd } 
-{1 + --;========:= , 
2 J{E~-, - €d) 2 + 4(vr>2 

cos02 = 
(-) 

1 { · Ep - fd } 
- 1 + --;::======= . 
2 J{E~-) - €d) 2 + 8(Vr)2 

(11) 

{12) 

(13) 

For cells containing Zn, the lowest one-hole doublet states jbu >= btl0 > has 

the energy Ei-> = Ep - µotpp• 
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Reduction to an effective two-band model is achieved by reducing the size 

of the Hilbert subspace to the lowest states in the one-hole and .two-hole sec-. . . 
tors [36]-(38], [44], leaving only ~ne-hole doublet states Ibo- > for impurity cells. 

By introducing the projection Hubbard operators X;°'fJ = (la > );( < ,Bl); for 

the quantum states la>, I.B > in the cell i we obtain 

H ~ E "xP",v" + E "x'P·"' + ~H "xb",b" /oc- DL...J I ,/,L...J I p L...J k I {14) 
iu i ka 

Heu-Cu~ "{t'f."1 x"'·D" x1?"•"'+t1?.D xP"•0 x?,D"+ut'f'.D(XP"•0 x1?ii,,t,+H )}· hop - L...J IJ I • ·J IJ I J . IJ l J . .C. I 
i-;/;j,17 

Hfo;-zn ~ L {ttkba(Xt'Dii xtb" + H.c.) + tf,/(Xf"·0 xtb" + H.c.)}, 
i-;/;k," 

{15) 

{16) 

where now and what follows we use the indices {i,j) for the cells w·ith Cu 

{i,j 3Cu) and the index (k) only for the impurity cells with Zn (k 3Zn). The 

effective hopping parameters between the cells containing Zn and Cu are given 

by 

t"'"' _ T/ vpd A2 VPP tvv _ T/ vpd VPP • 2 0 ;; - n,t,,t, ;; - c • ;; , ;; - nvv ;; - ;; sm 1, 

t"'v - T/ vpd + A VPP • 0 t"'b - A vpd A VPP 
ij - L\. ,t,D ij c ij sm 1, ik - d ik - c ik , {17) 

tvb vpd 0 + vpp • 0 ik = ik cos 1 ik sm 1, 

where 

I<,t,,t, = 2AdAc, I<vv = -2sin01 cos 01, I<,t,v = Accos01 -Adsin01 

with the corresponding coefficients 

Ad= - ~sin 01 cos 02, Ac= sin 01 sin 02 + ~cos01 cos 02. 

In this way, we obtain a two-band Hubbard-like model with pne-hole Wannier 

oxygen levels in the Zn-cells. By neglecting H{
0
;-zn term in the Hmit of 
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low Zn-impurity concentration, we can write the effective two-band Hubbard 

model for Cu02 plane with Zn impurities in the final form: 

H ~ H + Heu-Cu + Heu-Zn N - loc hop _ · hop - µ , 

where µ is the chemical potential and 

N = E(2xf'"' + Exf",v") + Ext•b" 
i " ·i , ka 

is the number operator for which [N, H] = 0 is satisfied. 

4 Reduction to extended t-J model 

{18) 

{19) 

In order to compare the corresponding t-J model for a pure Cu02 plane (40] 

and for a Zn-doped one we further reduce the two-band model {18) to the one

band one. To separate terms describing motions inside and between singlet 

and one-particle bands, it is conv~nient to rearrange the Hamiltonian {18) in 

the following way 

H= H0+H1 +H~ 

Ho = H1oc - µN, Hi = Tu +T22, H~ = (T12 + T 12 + T 11 ) + H.c., 

where 

T11 = " t1?.D xP"·0 x?,D" T22 = " t'l'."1 X'f,DC1 x1?"•"' L...J IJ I J I L...J lJ I J I 
i-;/;j,17 i-;/;j,17 

T - " ,.t,t,DXD",OXDii,,t, T- - " ,.t,t,bXb",OXDii,,t, 12 - L...J v ij i j , 12 - L...J v ik k . i , 

i-;/;j," i-;/;k," 

T __ " tDb xP",o x0,bt7 
ll - L...J ik • k , 

i-;/;k," 

where i, j 3 Cu cells and k 3 Zn cells. 

Using the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [45] 

- s -s 1 , H = e He ~Ho+ Hi+ [S, Hi]+ 2[S, H1], 
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one can obtain art effective Hamiltonian H without interband hopping Hf. The 

generator of the transformation 8 determined by the condition Hf+ [S, H0] = 
0 is given by 

8 = (A· Ti2 + B · Ti2 + C · Tid - H.c., 

where the coefficients are 

1 
A= 2Ev-Et/J 1 

1 
B = E +l-l I Ev- t/J P 

1 
C= - <-> Ev -EP 

Performing the commutations in {22), one obtains 

- 1 -
H = Ho+ Hi + 2[8, H~J.x + H.x, 

where 

.!.[8 H'] =-A. '°' (t'fP)2{XP",Dct x!Jct,Do _ xPo,Dox· pct,Dct 2 I i >X L..., IJ I J I J 

i#;j,<1 

+x'!'·0 x?,t/J + x'!',"1 x?•0} 
I J I J 

-B. '°' (t'f'b)2{XP",Dlt xbct,b<1 _ x!'",D" xblt,blt + x'f,t/J xo,o} 
L..., ,k I k , k , . k 

i#;k,<1 

- C. E (tf,/)2{X?·o xt·b" - Xf",D" x2·0}, 
i#;k,o 

{23) 

{24) 

{25) 

{26) 

where i,j 3 Cu cells and k 3 Zn cells. The remaining part H.x with products 

of three Hubbard X-operators at ~ifferent lattice sites. 

- ] 1 '] H.x = [8, Hi •X + 2[8, Hi •x {27) 

is given in the Appendix. 

Now we introduce spin· operators for Cu-sites 

s~ = .!. '°' x!'",D" S'! - xPo,Dct 
I 2 L...,(J' I I I - I I 

" 
{28) 

and a spin operator for the oxygen orbital lbu > at Zn cell 

z lE sk = - uXbu,bo 
2 k ' 

si = Xbo,bct 
k ' 

{29) 
" 
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with u = ±1. Then we obtain the effective Hamiltonian in the form of the 

corresponding t-J model for Zn-doped CuOrplane 

H =Ho+ H, +HJ+ H.x + AH, 

Ho= EEv(i)X;Do,Do + L i:->.(k)X!"•b" + L Et/J(i)Xt,"1, 
ic, kc, i 

{30) 

{31) 

H = '°' tP.D xP"•0 x?,D" + '°' t'f.t/J x'!,D" x!>",'P (32) 
t L..., IJ I J L..., IJ I J I 

i#;j,<1 i#;j,<1 

- · L DD 1 L Db 1 HJ=· J .. (S-,S---N-N-)+ J. (S--sk--N-nk) (33) IJ I J 4 I J 1k I 4 I I 

i#;j , i#;k 

AH= -2AE(tf;v)2xt_,0xJ·t/J + E {B M:)2 +c (tf,/) 2}xt-t/Jxt"·b" {34) 
i#;j i#,<1 

where N; = I:;,, Xf",D" + 2Xt't/J and nk =, I:;,, X£"·1". The second sum in AH 

describes density-density interactions between impurity and host lattice sites. 

The first sum in AH and H.x contain double hopping processes between bands 

and they are of second order in effective hopping parameters. The effective 

superexchange integrals are 

JSD = -2A (tf;D)2, > 0, 

J{t/ = 22B (tf:)2 < 0. 

(35) 

(36) 

By taking the conventional values of the model parameters, Apd = 4 eV, tpd = 
1.5 eV, tPP = 0.6 eV, we obtain for the energy differences in the coefficients 

(24) the following values (in eV): 

Et/J - 2Ev ~ 3.75, Ev+ £1-> - Et/J ~ 1.09, £1-> - Ev~ 4.84. 

The corresponding hopping parameters and the exchange energies are pre

sented in the Table 2. 

The effective energies in (31) are 

Ev(i) = Ev - µ +CE(tRb)2
, 

k# 

. 
_(-) {k) - (-) C '°'(tDb)2 
Ep - Ep - µ - L.., ik • (37) 

i# 
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Values (in e V) of the hopping parameters (17) and, the superexchange inte

grals (35),(36) for the model parameters: 

Cl.pd= 4 eV, tpd = 1.5 eV, tPP = 0.6 eV. 

R(i-j) t'I'-"' IJ tl!.D .,. t'l'P 
IJ 

t'f'.b 
IJ 

tD.b 
IJ 

JPn 
IJ 

JPb 
IJ 

x 0.402 0.454 -0.481 0.384 -0.528 0.124 -0.270 

x+y -0.059 0.022 0.002 -0.095 0.015 1.6:10-6 -0.017 

E,i,(i) = E,i, - 2µ+ LJgn + LJ;~b- (38) 
;t,; kf;i 

, 

The shifts of the on-site energies in these equations are of the order of small 

exchange energies and can be disregarded. 
,., 

Depending on the position of the c~emical potential µ in the one-hole d-
'J 

like band (electron doping) or the two-hole singlet band (hole doping) one 

can consider in the low-energy limit only the one-band effective t-J model 

with the corresponding single site energy in Eq.(31) and the hopping energy 

in Eq.(32), and the exchange interaction, Eq.(33), which includes both the 

Cu-Cu and Cu-Zn lattice cell spin exchange interactions. However, the filling 

of the bands wi!I°occti.r in such a way that after filling the d-like band at first 

the two-hole singlet band will be filled and only after that the oxygen doublet 

states at Zn cells can be filled by holes. That becomes evident from comparing 

the singlet excitation energy E,i, - 2En ~ 3.75 eV and the doublet excitation 

energy 4-> - En ~ 4.84 eV wheri all Cu cells are occupied by exactly one hole 

:i-nd the Zn cells are empty.· So we can understand the spin operatorEq.(29) for 

the oxygen orbital Iba> at the Zn cell in Eq.(33) as a virtual spin. Exchange 

interaction of the Cu spin with it just takes into account the second order 

perturbation due to the hybridisation between singlet states at 9u cells with 

the oxygen doublet states in the nearest Zn cells .. As the estimations show, 

16 " 

we have quite a large ferromagnetic effective exchange interaction between the 

Cu spin and the virtual oxygen spin at the Zn cell. 

5 Conclusions 

In the present paper we proposed the effective two-band (p-d) Hubbard model 

for CuO2 plane with Zn-impurities, Eq.(18). Based on the band-structure cal

culations for the model systems, CaCuO2 and Ca2CuZnO4 , we describe the 

Zn-impurity as a vacant lattice site in the copper sublattice of 3d states while 

keeping the oxygen sublattice unaffected by Zn substitution. Therefore, in 

the model the Zn-impurities are not inert substitutions for Cu but show up as 

oxygen Wannier states in Zn cells. For the undoped case the excitation energy 

for the Wannier states is rather large (4-l - En ~ 4.8 eV) to produce strong 

effects. However, at finite doping an exchange between holes in the the Cu 

singlet band and the oxygen Wannier states at Zn cells can result in a strong 

scattering due to much smaller excitation energy En+ 4-i - E,i, ~ 1.1 eV. 

This can explain a much stronger reduction of the Neel temperature by Zn 

impurities at finite doping [4] and finite density of states at the Fermi level 

in the singlet band [10]-[13]. To study magnetic properties within the model 

one can use also the effective one-band t-J model, Eq.(30) obtained by further 

reduction of the two-band model {18). In the t-J model the Zn-impurity cells 

are described by virtual oxygen spins-1/2 with strong ferromagnetic superex

change interaction {36) with the nearest neighbour Cu sites. By using these 

microscopical models it is possible to study an influence of Zn impurities both 

on the antiferromagnetic spin correlations in CuO2 plane and on the supercon

ducting transition. The results of these studies will be considered elsewhere. 
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Appendix 

The three site part (27) of the effective t-J model can be written in the form: 

fl,x= L a·H,x(a), fl,x(a)=H~!(a)+fl;'/(a)+fl;;(a), (Al) 
aE{A,B,C} 

where 

- 0,/J 
H3x(A) = I: {[-at'f'P(tI?D xPu,O XDIJ,O x?•"' +t":"' X'f•0 xP0•"' xnu,"')+H C] •1 3m , m 1 1m 1 • m • • 

i:;(;j:;f;m,u 

+t'f'Pttl:D (x'f',O xPo,,p xo,Do + xPu,O x,p,Du x?•"')} 
13 3m 1 • m • m 1 

+! " [(t'f'Pt":b X'f•0 xP0·"' xo,bo - at'f'PtI?b xPu,O xbo,O x?•"' 2 L..,, 13 3k 1 I k 13 3k I k 1 
i:;(;j:;tk,u 

+atI?bt'f'P xbu,Ox?,oxpo,,p + tI?bt'f'Pxbu,oxpu,Duxpo,,p) + H ] Jk 13 k 1 1 (1 3k 13 k 1 1 .C. , 

fl;'/(A) = " {[at'f'P(-tI?D xnu,o(x?,O + x1?u,Du)xPo,,p 
L..,, 13 3m m 1 1 • 

i:;(;j:;f;m,u 
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(A2) 

+t":"' xPu,O(X1?"•Do + X'!'·"')xDo,,/J) + H ] + t'!'Pt'!'D(xPu,O xPo,Do xo,Du 
3m 1 1 1 m .C 13 3m I J m 

+xPu,O x'f'"' xo,Du - x,/J,Do x?,oxpo,,p - x,p,Do xPu,Du xDo,,p)} 
1 J m m J 1 m J 1 

+! " [t'f'P t"'b(xPu,O xDo,Do xO,bc, + xP",o x"'·"' xo,bu) 2 L..,, 13 3k 1 1 k , 1 k 
i:;f;j#,u 

+atf;Dt1}/(X;"·0XJ-0xf0·"' + Xt'?•0 Xf"·D" X;Do,,p) + H.c.], (A3) 

il;;(A) = " {[at'f'.D(-tDD xno,0 x1?",D" xDo,,p+t":."' xDu,O x1?0,Du XD"·"')+ 
L..,, 13 mJ m 1 • 3m 1 1 m 

i:;{;j:;(;m,u 

H.c.] -. X!·D" Xf",Do xfo,,p)} 

! " [(t'!'Pt'l:b xPu,O xno,Du xo,bo + at'!'PtI?b xbo,O xnu,Do xno,,/J) + H ] 
2 L..,, •1 3k I 1 k •1 ;k k J I .c. ' 

i:;(;j:;tk,u 

(A4) 

flO"'(B) = [ " (at"'bt1?_D x1?0,0 xbu,O X~·"' _ !t'f'Pt":b x'!',0 xo,bo xDo,,p) 
3X L..,, ,k •J J k I 2 IJ 3k J k ' 

i:;(;j:;tk,u 

_ ! · " . t"'btDb xbu,O xbo,O X~·"'] + H C 2 L..,, <1 1k ,K k K • • ·, 
i:;tk:;tK,u 

(A5) 

fl,V,,v (B) = E H(attbtf;"'(Xt"·0Xf0·Do Xf°·"' + X;"·0X;"'-"' xf0•"') 
i:;tj:;tk,u 

+! t"'btDb(xDu,oxo,oxDo,,p xDu,Oxbu,buxDo,,p)+!t"'Dt,pb(XD",OXDo,DoxO,bu 
2 <1 ik jk j k i - j k i 2 ij jk i j k 

+Xf",o Xf'"' xi:.b")) + H.c.] + ttbtJ; (XJ'Do xtoxfo,,p + XJ"Do xt"·b" xfo,,p)} 

"' 
+ L tfkbttJ'c (X;"·o xfo,Do x~bu + xzu,o X;"'·"' x~b") 

i:;tk:;f;K,u 
(A6) 

-~· 

flSS(B) = " {[( t'f'bt'f'.1/J Xbu,o XDo,Du X1?",'P _ !at'f'btJ?b X!Jo,o Xbu,bo XDo,1/J 
3X L..,, (1 1k IJ k I J 2 ik ;k J k 1 

i:;tj:;(;k,u 
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_!t'f'.Dt'{'b xPa,0 x1?0,Da xo,bo)·+ H C] _ t'f'bt'{'b x'f',Da xba,bo xPIJ,,J,} 
2 11 1k • _1 k • • · •k 3k 1 k , 

'"' t,J,bt,J,bXba;oXDo,DaxO,bo 
L., ik iK k i K , (A7) 

i#tK,a 

fIO"'(C) = { '"' [-!at'!'PtDb xPa,O xbo,O x?,"1 _ t1?bt'f'."1 xDa,,J, xO,ba x'!',0] 
3X L., 2 11 3k I k 1 ak •1 1 k • 

itjtk,a 

_ ! '"' at'f1bt1?b Xba,O Xbo,O x?•"'} + H C 2 L., 1k ,K k K . , • ., 
i#tK,a 

(A8) 

fIDD(C) = '"'" {[(t1?bt1?_D (XT?a,O x?,O xo,ba + xI?a,O xPa,Da)(O,ba) 
>X L., ak •1 1 • k 1 • k 

iti#,a · 

_!at'f'PtDb(Xba,O x?,O xDo,,J,+xba,O xDa,Da xPo,,J,)+! t'f1btDb(x1?a,O xo,o xPo,,J, 
2 '1 3k k 1 • k 1 • 2 G ak 3k 1 k 1 

+x1?a,O xba,ba xPo,,J,)) + H C] + t1?btJ?b (X!Ja,0 xo,o x?,Da + x!Ja,O xba,ba x?,Da)} 
1 k • • • ,k 1k • k 1 , k 1 

'"' t1?bt1?b(Xba,0 x?,O xO,ba + xba,O xPa,Da xo,ba) 
L., ,k 1K K , k K I k , (A9) 

i#tK,a 

~ 

fISS(C) = '"' {[(t1?bt!JD xPo,O xDa,Do xO,ba - !at1?bt'f1P xbo,O xPa,Do xPo,,J, 
3X L., . 1k •1 1 • k 2 3k •1 k J , 

itjtk,a 

+!at'f1btJ?b XDo,O Xba,bo XDo,,J,) + H C] + t1?btJ?b x!Ja,O Xbo,ba x?,Do} 
2 1k 3k 1 k 1 • • Jk 3k , k 1 

'"' t1?bt1?b xbo,O xPa,Do xo,ba L., ,k 1K K , k , 

itktK,a 

(AlO) 

where i,j, m 3 Cu cells and k, I< 3 Zn cells and in the summation all three 

lattice cites are different. 
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!(osa'-leBH'-1 )I(,, XaiiH P., TTnaKH,!la H.M. 
3cpcpeKTHBHrul MO)leJih Xa66ap;:ia ;:im1 illIOCKOCTH CuO2 

c npm.1ecHMH Zn 

E17-98-324 

B paMKax KJiacTepHoii TeopHH BmMymeHHH Ha ocHose p-d Mo;:ienH nocTpoeHa 
;:isyx30HHrul MO)leJib Xa66ap;:ia )lJIH Me)lHO-OKCI:l)lHOH illIOCKOCTI:I C MaJIOH KOHUeHT
pauHeH npHMeceii Zn. TTpHMeCHhie cocTOHHHH Zn Ha BaKaHTHhIX Cu-y:max onHcaHhI 
O)lHO'-!aCTI:l'-!HhlMI:I Kl:ICJIOpOJ:lHhIMI:I COCTOHHHHMH BaHHbe. TTpe)lJiaraeMruI MO)leJib 
OCHOBaHa Ha pe3yJihTaTax pac'-leTOB 30HHOH CTPYKTypbl, nonyqeHHhIX B paMKax 
npH6JimKeHHH JIOKaJihHOH illIOTHOCTI:I. TTocne;:iyIOmrui pe;:iJKUI:IH J:lBYX30HHOH MO)leJIH 
K O)lH030HHOH t-J MO)leJIH JKa3hIBaeT Ha cymecTBOBaHHe cpeppoMarHHTHOro CBepx
o6MeHHOro B3aHMO)lettcTBHH Me)K;:iy Cu-cnHHaMH H 6JIH)KattumMH cnHHaMH B Zn
H'-leiiKax. 

Pa6orn BhmonHeHa B J1a6opaTOpHH Teopern'-lecKoii cpH3HKH HM. H.H.EoronI0-
6osa OIUIH. 

npenpHHT Om,e)lttHeHHOfO HHCTH'fYTa ll/lepHLIX HCCJJe)lOBaHHH. !ly6Ha, 1998 

Kovacevic Z., Hayn R., Plakida N.M. 
E17-98-324 

Effective Hubbard Model for Zn-Doped CuO2 Plane 

In the framework of the cell-perturbation method for the original 1rd model 
an effective two-band Hubbard model for the CuO2 plane with Zn impurities is 

derived. Zn impurities are modelled by Wannier oxygen one-hole states at vacant 
Cu sites. The model is based on the results of band structure calculations carried 
out within the local-density approximation. Further reduction to an extended t-J 
model shows a large ferromagnetic superexchange interaction between the Cu spin 
with the nearest virtual oxygen spin in the Zn cell. 
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